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ABSTRACT  

Background: Deltamethrin (DM) is a potent product of type II pyrethriod insecticides causes 
developmental neurotoxicity that leads to lethality. The aim of the present work was to evaluate the 
possible postnatal influence of gestational exposure to DM on some behavioral aspects and the 
correspondent changes in whole brain catecholamines levels in both genders. Methods: Deltamethrin 
was administrated orally in a dose of 1mg/Kg/body weight from gestation day (GD) 14-20. After 
parturition, all dams and weaning rats were kept on standard diet and divided into male and female 
groups to be assessed for behavioural and neurochemical parameters at postnatal day (PND) 30. 
Results: The obtained results revealed that there was an obvious gender difference in different 
behavioral and neurochemical aspects among control groups. Prenatal exposure to DM decreased the 
learning ability in the T-maze. In addition, they induced antidepressant like effect in forced swimming 
test. In the open field test, DM induced increase in the emotionality state and decrease in the 
locomotor and exploration activities. The sociability and playing in social interaction test were also 
found to be affected by DM. Such behavioral effects were correlated with significant changes in 
monoamines levels and AChE activity in whole brain at PND 30. Conclusion: Overall, gender 
differences were found among normal subjects either in brain AchE activity and dopamine content as 
well as in some behavioral aspects. Deltamethrin affected both gender differently. 
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Introduction 

Numerous pesticides pose incidental threats to nontarget organisms by creating environmental 
pollution and damaging people’s health. Pyrethroid insecticides are one of the most widely used 
agricultural and household pesticides and their use has been increasing over recent years (Morgan, 
2012). In general, pyrethroid toxicity is thought to be low in humans because of efficient metabolic 
detoxication. Pyrethroids are rapidly hydrolyzed by serum carboxylesterases (Crow et al., 2007); and 
human serum lacks carboxylesterase activity, suggesting that humans may have a reduced capacity to 
metabolize pyrethroids. However, a physiologically based pharmacokinetic study demonstrated that 
exposure to the pyrethroid deltamethrin was predicted to generate a 2-fold greater peak brain 
concentration in humans compared with rats (Godin et al., 2010). Taken together, these data suggest 
that humans may be at greater risk of the toxic effects of pyrethroids than previously thought. 

Deltamethrin is a synthetic type II pyrethroid; it can not only affect the sodium channels of 
nerve filaments like other pyrethroids, but also affect the GABA receptors in the nerve filaments and 
affect chloride and calcium channels (Bradbury and Coats 1989). It could inhibit the synaptic 
membrane ATPase, delay Na+ channel closing time, and increase the number of opening Na+ 
channels (Ray and Fry, 2006). Given that acetylcholine is one of the most widely distributed 
transmitter systems in the central and peripheral nervous systems of vertebrates, a general disruption 
of acetylcholine metabolism could impair various neuroendocrine or neurobehavioral processes 
related to the neurotransmitter substance. The key enzyme that hydrolyzes the neurotransmitter 
acetylcholine in cholinergic synapses of both vertebrates and invertebrates, acetylcholinesterase 
(AchE), is strongly inhibited by pyrethroids at low concentrations (De la Torre et al., 2002). 
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In the past 2 decades, it has been recognized that children are more susceptible to the adverse effects 
of pesticides than adults (National Research Council (US) 1993). Pyrethroids and deltamethrin, are 
more toxic to developing animals, however, little research has focused on the neurotoxic 
consequences of developmental exposure to pyrethroids (Shafer et al., 2005). Exposure of adult mice 
to the pyrethroid pesticide deltamethrin alters the dopamine system and causes increased dopamine 
transporter (DAT) levels (Baltazar 2014, Elwan et al., 2006). Developmental deltamethrin exposure 
produces neurochemical and behavioral alterations similar to those observed in Attention-deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and that elevated urinary metabolites of pyrethroid pesticides in 
children are associated with increased likelihood of ADHD diagnosis (Richardson et al., 2015). 

Deltamethrin (DM) is an α–cyano group containing type II synthetic pyrethroid insecticide, 
(HAS, 2000). It is widely used in agriculture, in public and animal health as a broad spectrum 
insecticide and also recommended for indoor spraying (WHO, 2005). One of the most lethal effects of 
DM is the developmental neurotoxic effect. It decreases learning and memory performance in Y- 
maze test (Aziz et al., 2001), as well as affect the emotionality state in open field and forced 
swimming tests (lazarini et al., 2001). 

Based on the previous points, the aim of the present work was designed to evaluate the possible 
behavioral changes in prenatally DM exposed male and female rats. 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
I. Animals: 

 Adult male (200±20 g) and female (170±30 g) Sprague-Dawely rats, obtained from the animal 
house of the National Organization for Drug Control and Research (NODCAR) were utilized. The 
animals were kept for one week of accommodation and acclimatization before mating. They were 
kept under standard laboratory animal housing conditions and were allowed free access to water and 
conventional diet. All rats were raised based on a cycle of 12 h light/12 h dark and they had ad libitum 
access to food and water during the treatment period 
Three to four proestrous females were introduced into a cage containing male overnight. The presence 
of sperms in vaginal smears indicated the occurrence of mating and was recorded as day 1 of 
gestation. One week prior to the projected delivery date, pregnant females were caged individually. 
  
II. Deltamethrin exposure: 

Deltamethrin (K-Othrine 5%) was obtained from Chema Industries Company, Egypt. Pregnant 
females were administered DM (1 mg/kg, p.o) daily for seven consecutive days from GD 14-20 (Aziz 
et al., 2001). 

 
III. Experimental design: 

Pregnant females were divided randomly from the first day of gestation until parturition 
according to treatment into two main groups namely, control and DM-treated groups. All pregnant 
rats were allowed to give birth and nurture their offspring normally. 
Pups of all groups were weaned at PND21, separated by sex and culled to ten males or females per 
cage according to their corresponding groups. The groups were categorized into the following 
experimental groups, prenatally untreated male and female offspring controls (Cm, Cf), prenatally 
DM-exposed male and female offspring groups (DM m, DM f). 
  
IV. Behavioral Studies  

 
1. Performance in neonatal T-maze (index for learning and memory):   

 Ten offspring rats from each group were alternatively tested in the neonatal T-maze according 
to Vorhees (2014). The neonatal T-maze is made of black acrylic and measured 5.1 x 30.5 x 5.1 cm in 
the stem and 5.1 x 25.4 x 5.1 cm in the cross arm. The number of correct choices out of ten trials was 
recorded for each neonate.  
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2. Forced swimming test (FST):  
 Forced swimming test was held in a cylindrical glass tank (20 cm diameter, 46cm height) 
filled with water (21-22 ◦c) to a depth of 30 cm (Kirby and Lucki, 1997). A pre-test for 15 min was 
performed for each rat (Cryan and Lucki, 2000). After 24 hours of the 1st exposure to FST, each 
animal was replaced to the swimming apparatus for 5 min and videotaped (using a video camera 
(Sony Handy cam Vision, CCD-TRV408, Sony Corporation, Japan) for subsequent analysis of 
behavioral responses (Page et al., 2002).The behavioral patterns namely climbing, swimming and 
immobility were distinguished, scored and the duration of their occurrence were estimated according 
to Lahmame et al., (1997). 
 
3. Open field test: 

Animal was introduced to an arena (40×40×25) with red walls and white polished bottom. The 
floor of the field was divided into 16 equal squares, (5×5 cm) each (Looser, 1982). Each rat was 
placed gently in the middle of the arena and videotaped for 5 minutes (Pumo et al., 2006). Behavioral 
sessions were then analyzed according to Cunha and Masur (1978) for latency, ambulation, grooming, 
and rearing. 

 
4. Social interaction test 

In open field arena, each rat was placed individually in the test arena for a 5 min familiarization 
trial on the day prior to the social interaction test. Animals were marked for identification and isolated 
individually in a separate cage for about 24 hours to enhance the social interaction. Each pair of the 
same group, sex, age and weight (±10 gm) was introduced in open field arena. The rats were observed 
for overall social activity for 5mins and videotaped. Overall social activity including the sum of social 
investigation (sniffing), contact behavior (crawling over and under partner and grooming), play 
fighting (pouncing, following and chasing) and crossing over) were scored (Vanderschuren et al., 
1997, Meaney and Stewart, 1981). Total numbers of crossovers movements (Varlinskaya and Spear, 
2002) as well as the total social interaction time were estimated.  

 
V. Neurochemical studies: 

 For neurochemical studies, the used young rats from each group were not subjected to any 
behavioral test. At postnatal day (PND) 30, each animal was rapidly decapitated with least 
disturbance and brain was rapidly dissected on ice, weighed and stored at -80◦ for the assessment of 
brain monoamines (dopamine (DA), serotonin (5-HT) and norepinephrine (NE)) and acetyl 
cholinesterase activity (AchE). Brain monoamines' levels were determined according to Ciarlone 
(1978) and Khalifa et al., (1997) using spectroflourophotometer (RF-1501 Shimadzu, Japan) while 
AchE activity was assayed using spectrophotometer (HeλiosTM-α, Thermo Scientific, North 
Carolina, USA) according to Gorun et al., (1978). 

 
VI. Statistical analysis 

All data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Data was analyzed by one-way ANOVA, using 
SPSS.20 (IBM Software). In the existence of significant interaction effects, least significant 
differences (LSD) post-hoc analyses were performed to elucidate the differences between groups. 
Data were considered statistically significant when P<0.05. 
 
Results 
 
1. Effect of Deltamethrin (DM) on Learning (T-maze test):  

Results revealed gender difference in learning ability among control groups where the number 
of correct choices performed by females was significantly higher by 17% (P< 0.05) than males (Fig. 
1). Prenatal DM exposure from GD14-20 caused significant decrease in number of correct choices 
among males and females by 17% (P< 0.05) and 39% (P< 0.001) respectively as compared to their 
corresponding gender controls (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1: Effect of prenatal exposure to Deltamethrine (DM) on number of correct choices performed by 

young rats in T-maze at PND30. 
 
Data is expressed as mean ± SEM 
Statistical analysis was carried out using One-Way ANOVA followed by LSD post-hoc analysis 
C=Control; DM=prenatally Deltamethrin exposed; M=male; F=female  
a significantly different from control males (Cm). 
b significantly different from control females ( Cf). 
(*=p≤0.05 and ***= p≤0.001) 

 
2. Effect of Deltamethrin (DM) on Behavior in Forced swimming test: 

Among control rats, females performed a significant (P<0.05) higher climbing time and lower 
immobility time than males by 46% and 24%, respectively (Fig. 2 B&C). DM caused significant 
increase in swimming time by 49% (P<0.01) and 29% (P<0.05) and in climbing time by 37% 
(P<0.05) and 38.5% (P<0.01) for males and females, respectively (Fig.2 A&B). These increases in 
both swimming and climbing time were on expense of immobility time which reduced in males by 
54% (P<0.001) and in females by 64 % (P<0.001) as compared to their corresponding controls (Fig. 2 
C). 

 
3. Effect of DM on Some Behavior Parameters Performed in Open Field Test: 

 A gender difference was observed in open field test. Ambulation and rearing frequencies 
performed by females were significantly lower than males by 20% (P<0.05) and 37% (P<0.01) 
respectively (Fig.3 B&C), but they performed a higher grooming time than males by 212% (P<0.01) 
(Fig. 3 D). Prenatal exposure to DM reduced latency time elapsed by females significantly (P<0.05) 
by 78% (Fig. 3 A) and rearing frequency of males by 33% (Fig. 3 C). 

 
4. Effect of DM on Social interaction Behavior: 
 During social interaction session, the number of squares crossed by control females in open 
field arena was significantly (P<0.05) lower than that of males by 24% (Fig. 4 D).  

 Prenatal exposure to DM from GD14-20 led to a decrease in contact behavior as well as play 
fighting frequencies among females by 38% and 76%, respectively (Fig.4 B&C). However, prenatal 
DM exposure decreased play fighting frequency and total interaction time of males significantly 
(P<0.05) by 57% and 30%, respectively. Exposure to DM had no influence on either social 
investigation frequency or total number of crossovers performed both gender rats. 

 
5. Effect of DM on Whole Brain Neurotransmitters: 
 
I-Effect on brain monoamines: 

 Statistical analysis showed that control female offspring significantly had higher brain 
dopamine content than their corresponding control males by 9% (P≤0.05).  
The results revealed that, while prenatal DM exposure decreased the brain DA content of female rats 
by 12% (p<0.01), it induced increase in male brain DA content by 17% (p<0.001) as compared to 
their corresponding gender control groups (Fig 5 A). 
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DM administration induced increase in the brain 5-HT content of both gender, male and female 
offspring rats by 13% and 11%, respectively, as compared to their corresponding gender control 
groups (Fig. 5 B). 

Administration of DM induced significant (p<0.001) increase in both genders' brain NE content 
by 29.5% and 32% for males and females, respectively as compared to their corresponding gender of 
control groups (Fig.5 C).  

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2: Effect of prenatal Deltamethrine (DM) on swimming, climbing and immobility time 

performed by young rats in forced swimming test at PND30.  
 
Data is expressed as mean ± SEM 
Statistical analysis was carried out using One-Way ANOVA followed by LSD post-hoc analysis 
C=Control; DM=prenatally Deltamethrin exposed; M=male; F=female  
a significantly different from control males (Cm). 
b significantly different from control females ( Cf). 
(*=p≤0.05, **= p≤0.01and ***= p≤0.001) 
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Fig. 3: Effect of prenatal exposure to Deltamethrine (DM) on latency, ambulation and rearing 

frequencies and grooming time performed by young rats in open field test at PND30. 
 
Data is expressed as mean ± SEM 
Statistical analysis was carried out using One-Way ANOVA followed by LSD post-hoc analysis 
C=Control; DM=prenatally Deltamethrin exposed; M=male; F=female  
a significantly different from control males (Cm). 
b significantly different from control females ( Cf). 
(*=p≤0.05 and **= p≤0.01) 
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Fig. 4: Effect of prenatal exposure to Deltamethrine (DM) on frequencies of social investigation, contact 

behavior and play fighting, number of crossovers and total social interaction time performed by young 
rats in social interaction test at PND30. 

 
Data is expressed as mean ± SEM 
Statistical analysis was carried out using One-Way ANOVA followed by LSD post-hoc analysis 
C=Control; DM=prenatally Deltamethrin exposed; m=male; f=female  
a significantly different from control males (Cm). 
b significantly different from control females ( Cf). 
(*=p≤0.05) 
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II-Effect on AChE activity 
 The present results revealed that among control rats, there was a gender difference in brain 
AChE activity, as control females had higher brain AchE activity than males by 57% (P≤0.1).  
It could be noticed that female brain AchE activity was not affected under DM administration. On the 
other hand, brain AchE activity of males was significantly (P≤0.001) increased as a result of 
gestational exposure to DM by 64.5%, (P<0. 001) (Fig.5 D).  
 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5: Effect of prenatal exposure to Deltamethrine (DM) on whole brain dopamine (DA), serotonin 

(5-HT), norepinephrine (NE) contents (in µg/gm. tissue) and acetylcholinesterase activity 
(AchAE) of young rats at PND30. 

 
Data is expressed as mean ± SEM 
Statistical analysis was carried out using One-Way ANOVA followed by LSD post-hoc analysis 
C=Control; DM=prenatally Deltamethrin exposed; m=male; f=female  
a significantly different from control males (Cm). 
b significantly different from control females ( Cf). 
(*=p≤0.05, **= p≤0.01and ***= p≤0.001)   
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Discussion 
Learning may be defined as a relatively permanent change in behavior about by previous 

experience, which can be assessed in many different ways. T-maze is a popular cognitive task in 
animal research (Vorhees, 2014). Many different behaviors and physiological responses are sexually 
dimorphic (Davis et al., 1995). In the present study, the gender difference was evidenced in learning 
and memory tasks performed by control females than males as showed by increase in the number of 
correct choices. Such result may be due to elevated whole brain DA content of females than that of 
males. In this concern, low extracellular DA in the middle prefrontal cortex had been attributed to 
attentional, learning and memory problems in animal studies (Holmes and Wellman, 2009)  

In the present study, prenatal exposure to DM induced a decrease in number of correct choices 
performed by males and females in T-maze. This effect could be attributed to the found changes in 
their brain neurotransmitters. Deltamethin produced deficiency in learning ability and memory 
retention of  females due to the decrease in their whole brain DA content as DM affect the 
cholinergic, dopaminergic system (Eriksson and Nordberg, 1990, Holmes and Wellman, 2009) 
On the other hand, other mechanism(s) may be involved in prenatal DM exposure-induced learning 
and memory impairment, one of these mechanisms is that DM induces increase in brain NE and 5-HT 
contents in both males and females, which affect the acetylcholine release (Bianchi et al., 1995). 
Alteration in AChE activity was found to be coupled with impaired learning and memory retention in 
adult rats (Husain et al., 1994). Aacetylcholine acts as a neurotrophic factor during critical 
maturational periods, it promotes cell differentiation at the expense of proliferation thus influences the 
ultimate architectural organization of cholinergic target area (Malaviya et al., 1993). Deltamethrin 
induced alterations in the activity of AChE in the hippocampus, frontal cortex and corpus striatum 
coupled with impaired learning and retention of memory as well as morphological changes in 
cerebellum in adult rats has been reported by Husain et al., (1994). Thus, the observed deficit in 
learning ability and memory retention among males prenatally exposed to DM may be due to the 
found increase in their whole brain AChE activity at PND30. In this concern, it has been reported that, 
low level gestational DM exposure causes a decrease in shock motivated visual discrimination 
response, a measure of learning evaluated by Y-maze, and relearning performance associated with 
impaired cholinergic activity (Aziz et al., 2001).  

Another explanation is that prenatal exposure to DM may cause hippocampal endoplasmic 
reticulum stress and apoptosis leading to hippocampal neurogenesis. In this context, repeated DM 
exposure (3 mg/kg every 3 days for 60 days) was found to cause hippocampal endoplasmic reticulum 
(ER) stress and learning deficits in adult mice. Repeated exposure to deltamethrin causes ER stress in 
the hippocampus accompanied by increased levels of caspase-12 and activated caspase-3. In addition, 
DM exposure resulted in decreased BrdU-positive cells in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus, 
suggesting potential impairment of hippocampal neurogenesis. Collectively, these results demonstrate 
that deltamethrin exposure leads to ER stress, apoptotic cell death in the hippocampus, and deficits in 
hippocampal precursor proliferation, which is associated with learning deficits (Hossain et al., 2015).  
The present study showed that, females were more affected by prenatal exposure to DM than males as 
measured by the lower number of correct choices performed by females as compared to males. This 
result may be attributed to females' lower brain DA content and higher brain NE content of as 
compared to males. 

Locomotor frequency measured in the open-field has been used as an index of both arousal 
(Tachibana, 1980, Song and Leonard, 2005) and emotionality (Walsh and Cummins, 1976), with a 
decrease or absence of movements within the apparatus usually indicating a reduction in arousal, an 
increase in emotionality or an impairment of motor activity. However, a decrease in arousal resulting 
in reduced exploratory behavior could also account for these results. 

Results of the present work revealed that, there was a significant gender difference among 
control animals in open field behaviors. Females performed higher grooming time as well as lower 
ambulation and rearing frequencies than males. These differences may be due to the found higher DA 
content and AchE activity in whole brain of females at PND30 than males, the matter which led to 
impairment of locomotor activity and higher emotionality (Walsh and Cummins, 1976). On the 
contrary, the results obtained by Lazarani et al., (2001) and Brotto et al., (2000) revealed that female 
rats performed significantly more locomotor activity and rearing behavior than males. This variation 
may be due to age and strain differences. 
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The decreased locomotion and rearing frequencies observed in the open field might be used to 
detect drug-induced dopaminergic interference (Bernardi et al., 1981). In the present study, females 
prenatally exposed to DM showed a lower latency to begin movement. This may be due to their lower 
brain DA content, as planning of action is supposed to be affected by DA regulation (Nieoullon, 
2002). Moreover, the found decrease in males' rearing frequency in response to DM exposure could 
be attributed to an increased state of emotionality and/or stress, which is known to decrease the 
exploratory behavior (Spinosa et al., 1999). In fact, type II pyrethroide exposure is considered a 
stressful situation because it induces physiological and neurochemical changes very similar to those 
observed in stress (de Boer et al., 1988). In addition, type II pyrethroide reduces the decreases motor 
activity (Crofton et al., 1995, Soderlund et al., 2002). 

The forced swimming test had been used as a model of human depressive symptomatology in 
the rodents. Effective antidepressant reduces the behavioral immobility, an effect which is considered 
as an acute depressive reaction in response to non-escapable swimming and increases the display of 
active behaviors including swimming and struggling (Porsolt et al., 1978). 

The present study revealed that, there was no gender difference in swimming time among 
control offspring groups; however, there was a gender difference in climbing and immobility time. 
Males showed higher immobility time and lower climbing time than females. These dimorphic 
responses between males and female may be due to a neuroendocrine disruption related to estrogenic 
action (Lazarani et al., 2001). Another explanation is that, the decrease and/or inhibition of brain 
acetylcholine decrease the immobility time in forced swimming test. In this concern, Rabenstein et 
al., (2006), found that, the non-competitive nicotinic acetylcholine receptor antagonist, 
mecamylamine decreases immobility time in mice, thus, conforming to the above pointed assumption 
and compatible to the found increase in AChE activity among females than males of  control rats. 
These results were similar to that obtained by Brotto et al., (2000) and Lazarani et al., (2001).  

In the present study, prenatal exposure to DM induced increase in swimming and climbing 
times as well as decrease in immobility time performed by both male and female offspring rats. This 
effect could be explained by the found increase in their whole brain NE and 5-HT contents at PND 30. 
Administration of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors increases swimming behavior and decreases 
immobility, whereas selective noradrenergic reuptake inhibitors increase climbing behavior and 
decreases immobility (Cryan et al., 2005). Thus, it could be suggested that DM may have 
antidepressive like effect (Lazarani et al., 2001). Conforming to this hypothesis, DM increases the 
BDNF protein level in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus (Imamura et al., 2006). This protein, 
BDNF has an antidepressant-like influence on animal models of depression (Siuciak et al., 1997). 
Another explanation is that the found decease in immobility time may be due to the found increase in 
whole brain AchE activity in DM-prenatally exposed males (Rabenstein et al., 2006). 

A distinction was made between social play behavior that mainly occurs during peri-
adolescence, and non-playful social interactions that are abundant during the entire lifespan of rats 
(Homberg et al., 2007). However, the extent in which adult behavior can be determined by social 
behavior in life, as juvenile fighting may predict adult aggressiveness (Pellis and Pellis, 1998).  
Prenatal exposure to DM, in the present study, induced reduction in play fighting frequency and total 
social interaction time performed by both gender, while it induced decrease in contact behavior 
performed by females only. These results may be attributed to the higher brain 5-HT content of both 
males and females. In this concern, it was found that there was an inverse relation between 5-HT and 
playing behavior (Homberg et al., 2007). Acute or constitutive increase of extracellular 5-HT level 
causes decrease in social playing after treatment with the serotonin reuptake inhibitor fluoxetine or the 
serotonin releasing agent 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA). The observed more 
pronounced effect of DM among prenatally females than males on contact behaviour; play fighting 
frequencies and total social interaction time may be due to the additive observed decrease in female 
brain DA content, where males had no such decrease in their brain DA content. The relation between 
the dopaminergic system and play is rational as playing is both pleasurable and motoric demanding, 
therefore, it could be predicted that dopamine is important in controlling play behavior. In this 
concern, it was found that the reduction of dopaminergic neurotransmission causes a decrease in the 
play behavior (Siviy, 1988, Vanderschuern et al., 1997). 
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Prenatal exposure to DM reduced the incidence of various social playful and non-playful 
behaviors. This may be attributed to the change in brain DA and 5-HT contents. It is worth noting that 
there was a biphasic effect of DA on social interaction behavior. 
The present results of prenatal exposure to DM induced reduction in play fighting frequency and total 
social interaction time performed by both genders are consistent with previous results (Spinosa et al., 
1999, Righi and Palmero-Neto, 2003; Farag et al., 2007).  
 
Conclusions 

Prenatal exposure to DM induced deficiency in learning and memory as well as the incidence of 
various social playful and non-playful behaviors in both genders; however, females were more 
affected than males. The present study augments the hypothesis that has antidepressant like effect on 
both gender offspring, but males were more affected than females.  
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